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Every year that passes is a new challenge and this year was no exception. As I always say, wine 

producers run businesses which are exposed to the elements, that is, we are always dependent 

on nature, and we have no alternative but to accept it. While 2014 was a cold and rainy year in 

which the challenge was mainly in the vineyard, 2017 was the opposite. This year was 

exceptionally dry and although the vines had a very healthy cycle and a lot of vigour (the 

flowering went well, with no changes in the weather), the yield of the grapes was quite low. 

The lack of water in the soil and the high temperatures that were felt throughout the summer 

brought the sugar levels to their ideal point well ahead of schedule, forcing producers to start 

harvesting long before the normal harvesting period. I confess that I cannot remember ever 

seeing anything similar.  We had producers, especially in the southern part of the country who 

started harvesting in early August, almost a month earlier than normal. Here in the Vinho 

Verde region it was no exception. If last year we started in the middle of September, this year 

we had to start on the 4th of the month to ensure that we would achieve the alcohol and 

acidity we want for our wines. We work mostly with three varieties, Alvarinho, Avesso and 

Loureiro, and this is something that I champion; each grape has its place of origin and it is from 

the origin that I want to bring each of these varieties. Alvarinho comes from the sub-region of 

Monção and Melgaço, where we have our Quinta da Torre with about 62 hectares which is the 

base of our production of this variety. In the Lima Valley, we have several vineyards where we 

produce the Loureiro, a variety which in this sub-region reaches its full splendour and from the 

Baião area we bring the Avesso, a growing variety of enormous potential. The fact that we 

produce in different areas of the region brings us a new challenge; we must control carefully 

the ripeness and ensure the expression of the vintage with the work in the cellar, it is laborious 

but it is essential to guarantee the authenticity of the grape varieties that will make our wines. 

This year we started with the Avesso, which is located in a more inland area of the region, on 

the border with the Douro valley, where we find a drier and hotter climate.  For this reason, the 

variety reached its ideal maturation earlier and was the first to come into our winery. Shortly 

after we began to harvest Alvarinho, the main grape with which we work. Despite being at the 

other end of the region from Avesso, Alvarinho also flourishes in the sub-region of Monção and 

Melgaço where the drier and warmer conditions bring special characteristics to Alvarinho 

which make it unique in the world. As I like to say, it is not the Alvarinho grape variety that 

makes Monção and Melgaço special; it is the unique terroir of this sub-region that makes 

Alvarinho exceptional and capable of producing white wines of the highest quality. Finally, we 

started on Loureiro, a finer and more delicate variety, from a cooler area with a huge Atlantic 

influence which guarantees the most elemental characteristics of the most planted variety in 

our region. 

In conclusion I can say that we will have a good year of production where once again man and 

nature will have to find the perfect symbiosis to ensure good wines. I believe that my team and 

I will rise to the challenge! 
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